Abstract We conduct a meta-analysis (MA) of around 100 studies valuing species and nature conservation in Asia and Oceania, using both revealed and stated preferences methods. Dividing our dataset into two levels of heterogeneity in terms of good characteristics (species vs. nature conservation more generally) and valuation methods, we show that the degree of regularity and conformity with theory and empirical expectations is higher for the more homogenous dataset of contingent valuation of species. For example, we find that willingness to pay (WTP) for preservation of mammals tends to be higher than other species and that WTP for species preservation increases with income (elasticity below one). For the full dataset we find that marine habitats are valued significantly higher than other habitat types in the region. Despite some encouraging results, more research is required to answer the question of how homogenous is homogenous enough in MA, especially when moving towards using MA for benefit transfer and policy use.
Introduction
According to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, more than 60% of the world's ecosystems are being degraded or used unsustainably (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005) . The pressure on nature is among the highest in the many rapidly growing economies of Asia and Oceania. The (neoclassical) economist's prescription to stemming this trend is to value changes in the provision of environmental goods in monetary terms and create mechanisms to internalise their values in the billions of everyday decisions of consumers, producers and government officials. In response to this challenge, an enormous amount of primary valuation research has been produced using stated and revealed preference methods in Asia and elsewhere. However, paraphrasing Glass et al. (1981: p11) , 1 results of much of this work ''are strewn among the scree of a hundred journals and lies in the unsightly rubble of a million dissertations''. This valuation research could be much better utilised to demonstrate the social return to nature conservation, a key area where environmental economists need to do more in the future, as pointed out by the late David Pearce (2005) and more recently by the international study ''The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity''. 2 For a range of environmental goods meta-analysis (MA) techniques have been used to synthesise valuation research, test hypotheses and facilitate the transfer of existing welfare estimates to new, unstudied policy sites (''benefit transfer''-BT) for use, e.g. in cost-benefit analysis (Smith and Pattanayak 2002; Navrud and Ready 2007) . Responding to Pearce's challenge, this is to our knowledge the first MA that reviews and takes stock of the literature on environmental valuation of a complex and somewhat heterogeneous good: (changes in) conservation of habitat, biodiversity and species, in a geographical region where such research is rapidly growing: Asia and Oceania.
We attempt to answer the following two research questions: (1) To what extent do welfare estimates for this complex good conform with theoretically and empirically derived expectations regarding the good characteristics, valuation methods, study quality, socio-economic and other variables?; and (2) how sensitive are the meta-regression results to; (a) the ''scope of the MA'', i.e. the level of heterogeneity of the good valued and the valuation methods used; and (b) the choice of meta-regression models? The first question investigates whether the welfare estimates display the degree of validity and regularity more typically found for less complex environmental goods with higher share of use values and offers a first check of the potential for using such data for BT applications (Johnston et al. 2005; Lindhjem 2007 ).
The second question contributes to our understanding and refinement of MA methodology in environmental economics, where the meta-analyst typically is left to make a number of choices potentially introducing various subjective biases (Hoehn 2006 ). An important choice both for the robustness of MA models and their suitability for use in BT applications relates to the scope of the MA, i.e. the trade-off between the number of observations and the acceptable level of heterogeneity of the data, as pointed out by, e.g. Engel (2002) and Nelson and Kennedy (2009) (question 2a above) . Another important consideration is the choice among meta-regression models, for example which covariates to include (question 2b). 3 Previous MA studies have primarily analysed the values of more homogenous types of environmental goods (e.g. water and air quality, recreation days) often within the same country (Desvousges et al. 1998; Rosenberger and Loomis 2000a; Van Houtven et al. 2007) . However, there is a trend towards using MA to study more complex goods in international settings, though this work has generally not considered heterogeneity in the data or related methodological choices (for goods such as wetlands, coral reefs, forests, biodiversity, agricultural land preservation) (Brander et al. 2006 (Brander et al. , 2007 Lindhjem 2007; Jacobsen and Hanley 2009; Richardson and Loomis 2009; Barrio and Loureiro 2010) . Before moving towards widespread use of MA results not just as a quantitative literature review but also for BT, we think it is worth more carefully considering the questions we pose here than the literature has done to date (Lindhjem and Navrud 2008) .
We begin by explaining the conceptual framework underlying MA, give a descriptive overview of the valuation literature in the region and describe the data collection and coding process (next section). In Sect. 3 we explain the econometric approach to the data and in Sect. 4 the main results. To investigate the effect of MA scope, we divide our dataset into two levels of heterogeneity; species (more similar good and methods used) and nature conservation more generally (more heterogeneity in good and methods used). We then estimate a number of random-effects meta-regression models for these two main datasets using different cleaning procedures and subsets of the data investigating conformity with expectations, explanatory power and the robustness of results. Section 5 concludes and discusses potential implications for future research and the further use of MA for literature review and BT in non-market valuation.
Conceptual framework and data

Conceptual framework
We define ''nature conservation'' broadly as the protection or active management of any natural terrestrial or aquatic ecosystem, resource or amenity, Q. The economic value measure for an increase in the level of nature conservation (Q) is the change in the quantity and/or quality (QUAL) of Q, or some set of services provided by Q, and is referred to as consumers' surplus (CS) or Willingness to pay (WTP). It should be noted that the available valuation methods used in economics differ in terms of the welfare measures that they estimate (see, e.g. Freeman 2003)-a potential source of heterogeneity in the data we will try to control for in our regressions. From the standard indirect utility function, the bid function for a representative individual j for this change can be given by (Bergstrom and Taylor 2006) 4 :
where P = a price index of market goods (assumed constant), M = (individual or household) income (assumed constant), Q T -Q R and QUAL T -QUAL R are the changes in quantity and quality from a reference situation (R) to a target state-ofthe-world (T), SUB = substitutes for Q available to individual j, H = non-income household or individual characteristics.
Further to make (1) elastic enough for use in MA, we assume, following Bergstrom and Taylor (2006) a ''weak structural utility theoretic approach'' in which the underlying variables in the bid function are assumed to be derivable from some unknown utility function, but that flexibility is maintained to introduce explanatory variables into the model, such as study design and different valuation methods, that do not necessarily follow from (1). This is the most common approach in MA, where the meta-analyst records welfare estimates from different studies and corresponding explanatory variables both informed by theory and empirical expectations.
In this process the empirical specification chosen for (1) needs to trade off the availability of information reported in valuation studies with the range of potentially relevant explanatory variables. For example, information about substitute sites to a national park will mostly not be reported even if important for WTP. In addition, if information is reported, for example about the exact change in nature conservation valued (e.g. in hectares protected), this change may not be easily comparable across sites and studies. No MA studies are free of this problem. Some try to map changes to a common unit of measurement in terms of hectares or to a water quality ladder or similar, though such simplified common units may mask differences in other dimensions of the good important to individuals (see, e.g. Lindhjem 2007 ). There are no easy solutions, and in our rather general case we interpret mean WTP from different studies as welfare estimates for a (small, though not marginal) change in Q and/or in one or more elements in an attribute vector of QUAL describing the quality of the nature site. 5 We then use dummy variables to detect differences in WTP depending on the type of habitat or change valued. For example, when considering studies that value preservation of biodiversity we use variables for types of species and other characteristics of the good to capture variation in this overall value category. Before discussing the empirical specification of (1), we first describe the data used for the MA. 4 For simplicity and brevity we do not elaborate the details of how nature conservation may increase utility e.g. related to market goods and household production, e.g. as done by Van Houtven et al. (2007) for water quality. 5 The ecosystem services and functions and total economic value from nature and biodiversity conservation are discussed in depth elsewhere, and not elaborated in detail here (see e.g. Fromm 2000 The first studies were conducted in Australia in the 1980s. In the rest of Asia, valuation started much later, but has grown in number substantially during the 1990s and 2000s. Based on the literature search we compiled a gross meta-dataset of 577 mean WTP estimates (i.e. observations) from 99 studies. A first crude screening of the studies was conducted by excluding the ones reporting negative mean WTP or very high or low estimates (2 standard deviations of the mean), leaving 550 estimates from 95 studies for detailed analysis. This reduces the influence of outlier estimates in regressions. The resulting distribution of studies by region, by type of habitat or service valued and valuation method used is given in Tables 1, 2, 3 below. 8 Most of the studies are from Southeast Asia, East Asia or Oceania (mostly Australia), with a smaller number of studies from South and Southwest Asia (Table 1) . Australia has the largest number of studies (22), followed by the Philippines with ten studies. Raw mean annual WTP is highest for Oceania at US$ 254, as expected, though also high for South Asia (US$ 206). The lowest WTP, all at around the same level, is found in Southeast Asia (US$ 83), East Asia (US$ 76) and Southwest Asia (US$ 66).
The most frequently valued habitat is terrestrial (including forests, nature reserves and national parks) grouped together here for ease of exposition (Table 2) . Marine and freshwater habitats (i.e. coral reefs, beaches, sea, rivers and water courses) for simplicity termed ''marine habitats'', follow second. Wetlands have the highest value at US$ 514 mostly due to the market price methods often used to value such habitats (see Table 3 ). Studies that value named species or groups of species are categorised as ''species''. Marine habitats provide the lowest value (US$ 80) compared with other types of habitats, while terrestrial habitats (US$ 116), species (US$ 105) and other habitats (US$ 121) have values that are around 40-50% higher. By far, the most frequently used method of valuation is contingent valuation (CV), with 77 studies, while the travel cost method (TCM) comes second with only 14 studies (Table 3) . A small number of studies (5) use other methods, such as the hedonic pricing method (HPM) or calculate the value of wetlands and forests using the market price approach. As noted earlier, these methods frequently calculate a different welfare measure than CV, choice modelling (CM) and TCM studies and also yield higher estimates than the other methods.
Details of the individual studies (including references) are given in the supplementary Appendix.
Coding of data for meta-regression analysis
Information from the studies was coded in a spreadsheet originally containing 30 of the likely most important variables chosen from the universe of potentially interesting and relevant covariates, with between 1 and 36 observations drawn from In some studies, there are more than one method used, and thus the number of studies is higher than reported in Table 1 each study (average 5.8). The same study typically has several sub-samples varying the methods used, scope and other aspects of the good being valued. Values from different years were converted to 2006 prices using GDP deflators from the World Bank World Development Indicators. Purchase power parity (PPP) corrected exchange rates were used to correct for differences in price levels between countries. This is the recommended procedure in international BT and MA (Ready and Navrud 2006) . Some theoretical models predict that WTP given per household is higher than individual WTP, though empirical evidence is mixed (Lindhjem and Navrud 2009) . It can also be expected that WTP given per month multiplied by 12 to convert to an annual amount is higher than WTP originally stated on an annual basis (a well-known bias).
We also included other methodological variables that are often used in MA studies: whether the study was a stated preference study (i.e. CV or CM) or other methods, whether it used personal interviews, if the CV method applied a dichotomous choice (DC) question format (i.e. the respondent says yes or no to a given bid, rather than stating max WTP), whether the CV data were analysed using non-parametric statistical methods and whether the payment vehicle was formulated as voluntary (e.g. donation) or mandatory (e.g. tax).
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Some studies find that CV yields lower WTP than revealed preference studies (e.g. Carson et al. 1996) , which is also in line with results in Table 3 above. DC formats are often found to give higher mean WTP than open-ended formats (a main reason is so-called yea-saying), while non-parametric methods in stated preference such as the Turnbull estimator, typically give a conservative lower bound on WTP (see, e.g. Bateman et al. 2002) . There is no clear prior for use of interviews versus other modes, though type of survey mode is known to influence results (Lindhjem and Navrud 2011a, b) . There is also mixed a priori expectations regarding the 9 Studies that reported results with per unit of an area were excluded, as the total size typically was not given. 10 See the tables in the supplementary Appendix for classifications of the studies along some of these main dimensions.
Environ Econ Policy Stud (2012) 14:1-22 7 Further, we include a set of geographic and good characteristics variables to control for differences in welfare estimates between types of species (mammals, turtles) and habitat types, between regions and countries and between primarily nonuse versus use value. Larger and more charismatic or iconized species (for example elephants or pandas) are likely to yield higher welfare estimates than noncharismatic species or biodiversity/nature conservation in general (e.g. as found in Jacobsen et al. 2008 and Richardson and Loomis 2009) , 11 though it is uncertain a priori if our MA will be able to detect such a pattern across several studies. Studies that primarily estimate non-use values may give rise to both higher and lower value estimates than studies that cover only use value (or both use and non-use). This leaves the expected relationship of the ''nonuse'' variable with WTP ambiguous. There are also no strong priors regarding other habitat types or regional/country dummies, though it is expected that these dimensions may influence WTP. 12 We considered including a dummy for the season of the study (e.g. rainy vs. dry season) similar to Lindhjem (2007) ; however, in most cases such information was not reported.
The only socio-economic variable generally reported is income of the sample, which we include in our analysis. Around 78% of the studies report this. For those which do not, we follow common practice from other MA studies to use a proxy for income from other sources instead, i.e. we use GDP/capita for the country. It is expected that income will positively influence WTP, an often-found result in the literature for primary studies. However, in MA studies WTP is often relatively insensitive to income levels (see, e.g. Johnston et al. 2005; Jacobsen and Hanley 2009) . One reason for this is the low variation in income levels in MA studies conducted within the same country or in Western countries with similar income levels. In our case we have a fairly large variation in income levels and so should expect that WTP may increase with income.
Finally, we include a proxy variable for study quality; whether a study is a published or unpublished paper (i.e. a journal article or research report/working paper). Though published studies may be expected to apply more stringent and perhaps conservative methods, it is not clear if this would result in lower WTP. There may also be publication bias with unknown influence on WTP (Rosenberger and Johnston 2009) . A way to limit the potential impact of publication bias is also to include unpublished studies. To account for trends in WTP values over time that are not captured by income (or other coded variables), we include a trend variable for the year of the study (rather than publication year). Some MA studies find WTP to increase over time, reflecting, perhaps, both increased nature scarcity and ''greener'' preferences. Others argue that increased methodological prudence should result in lower WTP estimates in more recent studies. Since a portion of our studies is funded 11 Which also tend to be reflected in actual conservation policies (see e.g. Metrick and Weitzman 1996) . 12 We also considered using population density of the country of study as a variable, for example as done by Brander et al. (2006) for wetlands. However, we think link between nature conservation and population density may be overly tenuous, and excluded this variable in our analysis.
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by the same institution, Environment and Economy Program for Southeast Asia (EEPSEA), and may share similarities we have not otherwise coded, we include a dummy (''EEPSEA'') to control for that. This procedure is similar to Bateman and Jones (2003) who find indications of similarities in WTP estimates from the same authors.
3 Meta-regression model
For our meta-regressions, we divided the dataset into two primary levels of scope, according to level of homogeneity of the good and methods used: Level 1: Species; and Level 2: Biodiversity and nature conservation more generally. The species data include WTP estimates from 16 studies using CV to value the preservation of single or multiple species. These CV studies typically ask how much local/domestic populations are willing to pay for various conservation programmes for species (e.g. WTP to conserve a viable population of sea turtles).
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Ten of the studies are funded by EEPSEA (hence the importance of the control variable discussed above). The species valued in these studies include sea turtles (several countries), black-faced spoonbill (Macau), rhinos (Vietnam), eagles and whale shark (Philippines) and various other species such as Dugong Dugong, elephants, rhinos, dolphins and tigers (Thailand). In addition, we found six non-EEPSEA funded studies in the region using CV to value the preservation of the possum (a marsupial species native to Australia) and glider (the Mahogany Glider: a type of endangered possum), giant panda (China) and elephants (India, Sri Lanka). These 16 studies (of species) provide 124 estimates that will be used in the metaregression analysis. Although the species are different, we consider the preservation of them as a good with many similar attributes in valuation (i.e. a larger degree of homogeneity of the good), as compared with nature and biodiversity conservation more generally. In addition, methodological heterogeneity is reduced since all the studies in this level use CV.
The second level of the data include the studies from Level 1 and all the rest of the studies that value nature conservation more generally, with different types of methods (though the majority also use CV here). This dataset includes welfare estimates for a fairly heterogeneous good, however, not more so than many other complex environmental goods in recent MA studies. Further, as almost all nontextbook goods in general (and environmental goods in particular) are heterogeneous to some degree, it is not completely clear from theory where to draw the line in practice.
All in all the Level 2 dataset contains between 67-95 studies and 390-550 estimates, depending on the cleaning procedures and the subsets of the data used in the meta-regressions. The details of the Level 1 and 2 datasets are given in Tables  A1 and A2 , respectively, in the supplementary appendix. We will conduct several meta-regression models based on these two levels of data to explain variation in welfare estimates and to investigate effects of different dimensions of heterogeneity.
As most studies provide more than one WTP estimate, the data should most prudently be treated as a panel to account for the correlation between the errors of estimates from the same study 14 (e.g. Nelson and Kennedy 2009). Thus, we used the procedure proposed by Rosenberger and Loomis (2000b) to check for panel structures in the data. The panel structure model, our empirical specification of Eq.
(1) above, can be written as
where WTP is the ith observation from the jth stratum (here study), and a is a constant. The variation in WTP ij is to be explained by a vector of covariates k = 1,…, n, denoted by x kij (as defined in Table 4) , with a panel effect l ij and an error e i * N(0, r e 2 ). 15 We also assume that l ij , e i and x kij are uncorrelated within and across studies. A Breusch-Pagan's Lagrange multiplier statistic test of whether panel effects are significant was conducted. The null hypothesis is that an equal effects model is correct (H 0 : l ij ¼ 0), and the alternative that a panel effects model is correct ðH 1 : l ij 6 ¼ 0Þ. If the hypothesis of fixed effects in the Breusch-Pagan Lagrangrian multiplier test is rejected, the random-effects model assuming heterogeneous effect sizes across studies and within models should be more efficient in estimation. We chose a double-log specification of (2), common in the MA literature, which fitted our data better than linear or other specifications. For a model with income as the only explanatory variable, 16 the Breusch and Pagan Lagrange multiplier test showed that a model with equal effects was rejected, confirming the appropriateness of a panel estimation model (v 2 = 274.90, p = 0.000 with N = 550 and j = 95).
In order to test whether a random-effects specification (which has a panel specific error component) is outperformed by a fixed effects model (which keeps the panel specific error component constant), a Hausman v 2 test was performed for the whole dataset. The null hypothesis is that the random effect specification is correct, i.e. the panel effects are uncorrelated with other regressors and the alternative that the fixed effect specification is correct (Zandersen and Tol 2009 ). The results in Table 5 show that the random-effects model (B) cannot be rejected and thus is the one we use.
We also performed the Hausman test for all the models used in this study, i.e. for different subsets of the data and different explanatory variables included and find 14 We also tested two other stratifications of the data: by survey and by author. Results (available from the authors) show that in many model specifications of the two stratifications equal effects (and random effects) cannot be rejected. 15 Standard error of WTP estimates was generally not reported, making it impossible to weigh estimates by level of precision in the meta-regressions, a procedure recommended in the MA literature (e.g. USE PA (2006)). Using the sample sizes as proxy would also loose to many observations. 16 A comprehensive test would have included other explanatory variables with different model specifications, but for sake of simplicity and brevity, we only present the model with the income variable here.
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Meta-regression results
Level 1: Species
First, we provide results for different meta-regression models for the Level 1 (species) data. Results of six random-effects GLS regression models are reported in Table 6 . Starting with Model 5, this is a model that includes all explanatory variables in Table 4 of relevance to the Level 1 data. Only one regional dummy and two species type dummies (instead of the full range of species types) are used, as estimates are thinly spread across categories.
Model 5 shows how a fully specified model including all the most relevant explanatory variables is able to deal with the heterogeneity of the data, for the more homogenous of the two datasets. Models 1-4 (and 6) are versions of Model 5 where adding different subcategories of variables illustrates changes in the explanatory power of the models. Model 1 contains methodological characteristics of the CV method only, Model 2 adds good characteristics, Model 3 adds country variables (instead of region dummy in Model 5), and Model 4 includes income and the survey year variables. A range of models was tried using combinations of variables in Table 4 . Models 1-4 presented here were chosen to avoid collinearity (excluding e.g. the EEPSEA and Journal variables), to include dummies reflecting a significant share of the data (i.e. excluding region dummies for Level 1 data), to obtain best fit and to enhance comparison between models and between Level 1 and Level 2 data.
Going from Model 1 to 4, the models gradually explain more of the variation in WTP for species preservation. The methodological variables in Model 1 explain around 35% of the variation (R 2 = 0.354), while adding characteristics of the species explain another 15% of the variation (R 2 = 0.500). Adding country specifics and income and year in Models 3 and 4 helps explain other 25-31% points of the variation. Model 4, the best fitting of the models, obtains an overall R 2 of 0.81, which is very high compared with other MA studies. Model 5 obtains nearly the same level of R 2 . It is comforting for our belief in the validity of the data and for the potential use of such value estimates for BT that around half of the explained variation in the best model is due to non-study specific, observable characteristics related to the good, geographical area, year of study and income level of the population surveyed. Model 6, a version of Model 5 where all method variables are excluded, drives home the same point, with a R 2 of 61%. This model may be of Table 6 Meta-regression models for Level I: Species studies (standard error of coefficients in parentheses) particular interest for testing in BT how ignoring methodological differences translates into BT errors predicting values for new sites. Note that the models are directly comparable since they all include the same observations. Individual parameter estimates in the best Model 4 conform fairly well to expectations, where such priors exist. The DC format tends to provide higher estimates than other formats, as expected. Non-parametric estimates are significantly lower than estimates using parametric methods, also as expected. Household payment is significantly higher than WTP from individual payment, though theoretical and empirical expectations here are not clear. Personal interview is not significantly different than other survey modes in the more fully specified Models 2-5. The mandatory payment vehicle tends to give higher WTP (for Models 2-5). It is not immediately clear from our source studies why we find this result. Jianjun et al. (2008) suggest that if CV respondents are assumed to answer truthfully (as if faced with a true economic choice to contribute voluntarily), free riding effects may predict that stated WTP under a voluntary payment mechanism will be lower than when payments are to be made mandatorily (Champ et al. 2002; Wiser 2007) .
Valuation of turtle preservation is significantly lower than that for other species (though insignificant in Models 2, 3 and 6), while mammals are valued significantly higher in four out of five models. 17 Higher values for mammals can be explained by their higher degree of ''charisma'' than for other, lower-profile species. Australian studies provide lower WTP estimates than other countries, when controlling for income level in Models 4. This may be because Australian studies value species we have classified as ''non-charismatic'', i.e. the possum (see supplementary appendix).
Studies conducted in the Philippines are likely to give lower values (though only significant in Model 3) than studies conducted in other countries. The income parameter, i.e. the income elasticity of WTP in our double-log formulation, is around 0.5-0.8 and highly significant in the best Models 4 and 5. Income elasticity of WTP in the 0-1 range is commonly found in the CV literature (e.g. Kriström and Riera 1996; Schläpfer 2006) . In Model 4 more recent studies yield significantly lower WTP estimates, reflecting perhaps increased prudence in the use of valuation methods over time.
Level 2: Biodiversity and nature conservation more generally
In Table 7 we present results of five random-effects GLS regression models using the more heterogeneous Level 2 data (nature and biodiversity conservation, i.e. Level 1 data are included as part of the Level 2 data). In this case we include the fuller range of explanatory variables (e.g. covering different valuation methods) using different subsets of the data. We keep the same methodological variables (except we include the dummy for stated preference values 18 ) for the sake of comparing the robustness of the results with Level 1. Further, we include the Table 7 Meta-regression models for Level 2: Biodiversity and nature conservation (standard error of coefficients in parentheses) habitat/good characteristics variables that are significant across at least one of our four models. Finally, geographic region dummies were included if significant or if data from these regions dominate our dataset. Similar to the models in Table 6 , we first run a fully specified Model 4 using all variables in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 and then we exclude in Model 5 method variables. Model 1 investigates the full dataset of 550 observations, inserting GDP as proxy for unreported income information, while Model 2 excludes studies that did not report income information. These two models illustrate the difference between a ''conservative'' meta-analyst who would not accept the imprecision introduced by inserting proxies for unreported variables and a more ''pragmatic'' approach. Both practices are found in the MA literature. Model 3 contains the Model 2 observations, excluding values estimated using other methods than CV, CM and TCM (i.e. market price and HPMs 19 ). Excluding such values altogether is an alternative to using covariates (most common approach in the MA literature), as these methods estimate conceptually different welfare measures.
Given the heterogeneity of the good included in the Level 2 data, our fully specified Model 4 does not do very well in controlling for this heterogeneity using the covariates we have coded and included. The model explains only 13.5% of the variation. This is only slightly increased for Model 1, to a R 2 of 16%, which offers the best combination of covariates for the full dataset. However, it is comparable to the 25-26% obtained in two national level MA studies of an apparently more homogenous good; recreation activity days in the USA (see Rosenberger and Loomis 2000a; Shrestha and Loomis 2003) . 20 Our R 2 for the full dataset is generally higher than the random-effects MA models of international biodiversity studies in Jacobsen and Hanley (2009) .
Excluding the studies from Model 1 for which a crude GDP/capita measure was substituted for missing income information more than doubles the explained variation (Model 2, R 2 = 0.34). The coefficient on income turns positive, but is not significant as is the case also for the other models. Hence, the income variable is only significantly positive for the Level 1 data. Insignificant income variable is commonly observed in the MA literature also for less heterogeneous data than our Level 2 data. Enhancing methodological homogeneity in Model 3 increases the explained variation further to 46%, the same level as for example found in the MA of Brander et al. (2006) of international wetland valuation studies.
Despite a higher degree of heterogeneity than for the Level 1 dataset, the data show some degree of regularity, and many of the parameters have the expected signs. Stated preference (SP) methods tend to give lower estimates than revealed preference (RP) methods, as expected (see, e.g. Carson et al. 1996) . It is also as expected that monthly payments yield higher estimates than other payment vehicles (Models 2-4) and that non-parametric estimates are lower than parametric ones, like for the Level 1 dataset. Variables such as household's WTP and in-person interview 19 The TCM variable is the''hidden'' category in Model 3, now that other non-SP methods are excluded. In Models 1-2 the TCM variable is excluded as it is not significant across models. 20 Since R 2 obtained from random-effects models is not directly comparable to standard R 2 OLS, the comparison should be interpreted with caution.
do not significantly influence WTP in any models. Non-parametric estimates are significantly lower than estimates derived by parametric methods only in Model 3. The signs and significance of the mammal coefficients are preserved from the Level 1 models, while the turtle variable is no longer significant in any of the models.
Marine habitats are valued significantly higher than other habitats across Models 1-3, while the wetland coefficient is not robust across models. Value estimates that are primarily non-use related are not significant across models. Studies conducted in Oceania (mostly Australia) tend to yield significantly higher values (significant in Models 1-2). Studies from Southeast Asia give lower values in Models 1 and 3, but are not significant in the other models. Interestingly, studies funded by EEPSEA give lower values than studies funded by other institutions, though not robust across all models. Year is positive but not significant in any models. Removing the methodological variables from the fully specified Model 4 reduces the explanatory power to a low 9.5% in Model 5-an aspect that may invalidate the model for BT purposes.
Increasing the degree of homogeneity of our data in terms of good characteristics and methods, then, generally increases the conformity with theoretical and empirical expectations and explanatory power of the models, as expected. For the more homogenous Level 1 data, observable characteristics of the type of species, region and other variables (income, year) add significantly to the explanatory power of the models. Even with the fairly heterogeneous Level 2 dataset, two models are still able to explain a significant part of the variation of up to 34 and 46%, respectively. This is comparable with other MA studies. For example, the R 2 of 46% of the Level 2 Model 3 is only somewhat lower than what was found in the MA of van Houtven et al. (2007) of water quality valuation studies in the USA. They screened 300 publications related to water quality valuation and found only 11 studies (96 observations) they considered ''sufficiently comparable'' to be included in the MA. However, for our most heterogeneous Models 1 and 4, the chosen covariates are not able to control for the heterogeneity in a satisfactory way, judged from the level of explained variation.
Discussion and conclusions
Pushing the boundaries of meta-analysis (MA) in environmental economics, we have taken stock of studies estimating WTP for conservation of species, biodiversity and nature more generally in Asia and Oceania. Our literature review shows that nature conservation is highly valued, probably more so in many cases than the opportunity costs of increasing conservation efforts in the region, though such a comparison is beyond the scope of our study. The valuation literature in the region covers a wide range of methods and goods, displaying increasing degree of methodological sophistication over time.
Dividing our dataset into two levels of heterogeneity in terms of good characteristics and valuation methods, we show that the degree of regularity and conformity with theory and empirical expectations as well as the explanatory power of our MA models is higher for the more homogenous dataset of species values, as expected. In fact, though the species are different, the values to preserve them generally follow predictable patterns. For example, we find that mammals are generally valued higher than other species, likely due to the ''charismatic'' nature of this family. Further, WTP increases significantly with income (elasticity is around 0.5-0.8). The analysis of the species data show that around half of the variation in the best model is due to non-study specific observable characteristics of the good and population surveyed, boding well for use of such data in benefit transfer (BT) applications. However, importantly, increasing the scope of the MA, i.e. gradually including more heterogeneous observations, generally preserves some of the results: The explanatory power of some of our models is in the range of other MA studies of goods typically assumed to be more homogenous (such as national water quality, recreation days, etc.).
Using MA for BT involves transferring one or more estimated meta-regression equations to an unstudied policy site and inserting values from this site to the geographic, socio-economic, good characteristics variables and relevant year and predict or forecast annual WTP per household. 21 In a preliminary BT investigation subjecting both our dataset levels to a simple check of so-called transfer errors (TE), 22 using the MA models to predict observations one-by-one when excluded from the datasets, show for the best models median (mean) TE of 24 (46)% for the species data and 46 (89)% for the more heterogeneous nature and biodiversity data (results in Tuan and Lindhjem 2009) . In this test, the estimates left out for the MA model to predict work as benchmarks for the ''true value'' at a policy site while the model prediction is the transferred value. The transfer errors we found are in the low range compared with other MA studies (see e.g. Lindhjem and Navrud 2008) . These preliminary results suggest that such levels of forecasting errors may approach acceptable levels for policy use. It is, however, also clear from our results in this paper that for example including values estimated using a more heterogeneous set of methods for the Level 2 data, even a fairly broad range of covariates is unable to explain and control for the variation in a satisfactory way, potentially translating into large mean transfer errors.
A more careful testing of explanatory variables and MA models for example including interaction effects, isolating heterogeneity along more dimensions and better specifying or capturing the scope dimension of the valued good, all topics for ongoing research, may be required to better understand if heterogeneous good and method characteristics can be controlled for using classical meta-regression analysis. However, even the most extensive list of explanatory variables in the MA-BT literature we have seen to date in Stapler and Johnston (2009) is still unable to bring mean TE below 150% for recreational angling values in North America.
Hence, we are still grappling with the question of how to strike the right balance between screening out studies from the analysis and coding them with the aim of 21 The values of methodological variables would typically be set at some best practice level, at the average sample value (Stapler and Johnston 2009) or drawn from the MA sample distribution (Johnston et al. 2006) , since there is no such information for an unstudied policy site.
TE ¼ jWTPT ÀWTPBj
WTPB , where T = transferred (predicted) value from study site(s), B = estimated (observed) true value (''benchmark'') at policy site. 2006) . Using sensitivity analysis to investigate the effects of important analyst choices related to the scope and heterogeneity of the MA dataset is another, as exemplified in this study. This paper is, to our knowledge, one of the first attempts to systematically investigate the issue of heterogeneity in MA of environmental valuation. More research for other goods and geographical areas is needed to inform the development of a more consistent and generally applicable MA methodology, especially as MA is gradually being applied for BT to inform policy. Use of MA in economics is growing and the aim should be to move more of the methodological choices out of the black box.
